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the world





Delta 0.5-3.99 Hz 
Deep sleep and restfulness

Theta 4-7.99 Hz 
Meditative state,  daydreaming, 

performing automatic tasks

Beta 15-30 Hz 
Attention, engagement, 

concentration, active thinking

Gamma above 30Hz
Cross-modal sensory processing 

Alpha 8-14.99 Hz 
Relaxed alertness





EEG headset, 
3 electrodes

EEG cap, 19 electrodes 
and 1 ECG cable Eye tracking

NEUROSCIENCE RESEARCH











Create content 
that does not 
attract attention

Highly forgettable people







you capture their attention with 
physical properties of an external 
stimulus (size, color, shape, harmony)







40	percent	of	today's	Fortune	
500	companies	will	no	longer	

exist	in	10	years.

Forbes

“

”
78%	of	Fortune	500	
have	died,	48%	will	

not	survive

Forbes

“

”



Subscription	Economy
Sharing	Economy	
On-Demand	Economy
Everything-as-a-Service	

Artificial	Intelligence
Internet	of	Things
Predictive	Analytics
True	Personalization

Digital	Commerce
Social	
Mobile
Omni-channel
Conversational
Augmented	Reality	
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you capture their attention with 
physical properties of an external 
stimulus (size, color, shape, harmony)

you guide them toward their 
internal thoughts and prompt them 
to focus on something rewarding





W H A T  I S

PROSPECTING?

1 Prospecting is the 
process of searching 
for potential 
customers and 
opening new 
conversations with the 
goal of converting 
opportunities into 
revenue. 



Where are you spending 

YOUR TIME?
59% of a sales person´s time is spent 
doing other tasks instead of selling

ESNA



they orient their own attention 
internally toward something 

they consider rewarding

you capture their attention with 
physical properties of an external 
stimulus (size, color, shape, harmony)

you guide them toward their 
internal thoughts and prompt them 
to focus on something rewarding



HELP THEM CLARIFY THE BUZZ IN THEIR BRAINS



they orient their own attention 
externally, toward something 

they consider rewarding

they orient their own attention 
internally toward something 

they consider rewarding

you capture their attention with 
physical properties of an external 
stimulus (size, color, shape, harmony)

you guide them toward their 
internal thoughts and prompt them 
to focus on something rewarding



T H E  P R E PA R AT I O N  D I L E M A :  

VS QUALITY

Feel more confident
Reach fewer people
Danger of wasting time 
preparing for conversations 
that never happen

Quality of preparation

QUANTITY

Make more calls
Reach more people

You may never 
feel totally prepared

Quantity of calls



POP-OUT SEARCH

FIND A GREEN LETTER FIND A T FIND A GREEN T
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Dopamine and drive



THE REWARD ATTRACTS ATTENTION



REWARD
THE SOPHISTICATED

Perfect number
Narcissistic number
Mersenne number
1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16 + 32 
+ 64 + 127 + 254 + 508 
+ 1016 + 2032 + 4064
= 8128 

84 + 24 + 04 + 84

= 8,208213 – 1 = 8191
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You don't know where 
the audience is lookingO

LD
:

N
EW

:

Direct focus and 
clarify the reward





Highly forgettable people

don’t sustain
attention







T Z L D



K X C E J O



A V C Y I S F H



Z Q D C T B X H M F R V







You don't know where 
the audience is lookingO
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:

N
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:

Direct focus and 
clarify the reward

You don't respect 
working memory rules

Manage working memory 
with frequent stimulus 

change and LTM





abuse 
Highly forgettable people















You don't know where 
the audience is lookingO

LD
:

N
EW

: Direct focus and 
clarify the reward

You don't respect 
working memory rules

Manage working memory 
with frequent stimulus 

change and LTM

You abuse abstracts

Balance abstract and 
concrete content





Share content that looks like 
someone else’s content

Highly forgettable people



WHOSE WORDS ARE YOURS?

Currently, unlocking the value of big data can be complex 
and requires expert skills. We aim to remove this 
complexity, make predictive analytics for big data 
accessible to business users and provide the solutions 
needed to capitalize on the promise of big data. 
Predictive analytics for big data offerings from our 
company help uncover valuable insight from big data with 
the ability to access and combine unstructured or semi-
structured data so you get improved predictions and 
optimal performance. 

1.
We deliver personalized customer experiences for every 
channel with real-time decisions at the point of interaction. 
Using our tools, you can integrate decisions as a service 
with close-loop predictive analytics for business processes 
that adjust in real time. We also help you minimize 
overhead and IT costs incurred from business change with 
rich user applications to manage, monitor, and refine 
decisions.

2.

Predictive analytics--learning from the collective 
experience of your organization to make better decisions 
in the future--have entered the mainstream of business 
analytics, and our tools have been at the forefront of this 
transformation. Using our solutions, you can anticipate 
emerging trends, take preemptive action to minimize risk, 
and make better decisions with much greater confidence. 

3.
Our easy-to-use solutions can help you predict future 
customer needs, detect and prevent threats, and guide 
frontline decisions with forward-looking insights. Using our 
tools, you can create a predictive modeling environment 
for both business analysts and data scientists, and give 
them the automated tools they need to build 
sophisticated predictive models for every data mining 
function imaginable – in days, not weeks or months. 

4.





Albert Einstein
never said…

Yogi Berra
never said…

Marilyn Monroe
never said…



I can see Russia 
from my house. 

They’re our next-door 
neighbors. And you can 
actually see Russia from      

land here in Alaska.



Memory for details
Color, size, emotions, spatio-
temporal details, associations 
with other elements

What is



Arousal

(negative)

(low)

(positive)

annoying

angry

nervous

excited

happy

pleased

sad

bored

sleepy

relaxed

peaceful

calm

(high)

Valence







DEVIATE FROM A PATTERN
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For a
visual handout, email

csimon@memzy.com


